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Earphones Soundpeats Engine4 (Black)
HiRes-level  sound,  long  runtime  and  low  latency  are  just  some  of  the  advantages  of  the  Soundpeats  Engine4.  The  headphones  use
Bluetooth  5.3  and  can  connect  to  2  devices  simultaneously.  What's  more,  a  dedicated  app  offers  access  to  practical  functions,  and
operation of the headphones is facilitated by touch panels. In addition, the set includes overlays in 3 sizes, so everyone can customize
the Engine4 to suit their needs.
 
The sound you deserve
The  headphones  are  equipped  with  dynamic  drivers:  a  6mm tweeter  and  a  10mm tweeter,  which  translates  into  high  quality  sound.
What's more, it uses the LDAC audio codec, providing HiRes-standard sound. As a result, you can enjoy richly detailed sound.
 
Pair with 2 devices simultaneously
For greater freedom of use, you can pair the headphones with 2 devices at the same time and switch between them conveniently. This
allows you to watch movies on your laptop, listen to music and take phone calls. Enjoy the convenience that Engine4 offers.
 
Long working time
Listen to podcasts, audiobooks or music on the go and don't worry about your headphones draining too quickly. Engine4 playback on a
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single  charge  is  about  12.5  hr,  and with  the  charging  case  -  43  hr.  Charging  the  device,  on  the  other  hand,  will  be  facilitated  by  the
included USB to USB-C cable.
 
Low latency
Play your favorite games and enjoy even more immersion with Soundpeats Engine4. The headphones offer a low latency of 70ms, which
translates into better audio and video synchronization. You can enable Game mode via the Soundpeats app.
 
More possibilities with the app
Download the Soundpeats app and gain access to additional features. From it, you'll adjust the EQ, volume, set modes, reset settings and
disable touch panels. What's more, you'll receive notifications about software updates or battery levels.
 
Included
headphones
charging case
USB to USB-C charging cable
S/M/L caps (one pair is already on the headphones)
user manual
Manufacturer
Soundpeats
Model
Engine4
Color
black
Transducer diameter
6 mm, 10 mm
Bluetooth version
5.3
Operating time
12.5 h (headphones), 43 h (charging case)
Charging port
USB-C
Latency level
70 ms
Dedicated app
yes, Soundpeats
Operation modes
Game, In-ear detection

Price:

Before: € 57.9945

Now: € 57.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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